Welch Allyn’s Fiber Optic Exam Light III

This sleek, rugged exam light focuses clear, white illumination precisely where it’s needed, with features that ensure her comfort and enhance your diagnostic skill:

No wandering or drooping — Flexible yet strong fiberoptic light pipe is twice as long as conventional units but keeps beam aim true, staying precisely where you focus it for as long as you need it to.

Maintains patient comfort level — Streamlined, compact design is unobtrusive for patient and easy to maneuver for you.

Renders true tissue color — Bright, white, shadow-free light allows you to see tissue characteristics without distortion.

Mounting option flexibility — Choose from wall, mobile stand, and table versions to accommodate your particular setup.

Solarc™ Surgical Headlight
Welch Allyn’s surgical headlight is durable, comfortable, and lightweight, and it delivers the bright, white light at a fraction of the cost.

ORDERING INFORMATION

Fiber Optic Exam Light III™
Model | Description
--- | ---
48700 | Exam Light III™ complete
48780 | Fiber Optic Cable Exam Light
48760 | Neonate Fiber Optic Examination Light III™

Accessory Numbers
48850 | Mobile Stand F/Exam Light III
48859 | Universal Table Mount
48200 | Fiber Optic Light Pipe
48210 | Neonate Light Pipe
48220 | Fiber Optic Light Cable
48605 | Focusing Sleeve
04200 | Halogen Lamp

Solarc™ Surgical Headlight
49520 | Solarc™ Surgical Headlight System (Light source, Fiber Bundle, Headband/Luminaire)
49520TW | Solarc Headlight System with Turreted Lightsources (accepts: Wolf, ACMI, Storz, Olympus)

Accessories
49540 | Headband and Luminaire for Solarc MFI Headlight
49541 | Fiber Optic Bundle, 10 ft.
49543 | Fiber Optic Bundle, 8 ft.
49500 | Solarc Light Source
49500TW | MFI Solarc Light Source with Turret
49550 | Mobile Stand (Single Light Source) for Solarc MFI headlight
49552 | MFI Dual Light Source Mobile Stand
09500 | Solarc Lamp

For more ideas on meeting your patients’ demands with innovative solutions for your practice, call your Welch Allyn representative at 888/359-2394 or fax at 315/685-2174.
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